
Dynamic Allocation of Data and Work - it might be hard or impossible to statically assign an even workload

for several reasons:

� server processes client requests - requests determine the amount of work

� dynamic work created on the fly as the computation proceeds

� size of static data does not reflect amount of computation (i.e., hard to load balance)

Work Queue - data structure for dynamically assigning work to threads or processes.  A thread/process producing

extra work puts it into the work queue.  An idle thread/process remove (consumes) work from the queue to keep

busy.   

Types of work queues might depend on the problem being solved.  Some options:

� FIFO queue - add new items to rear and remove items from the front

� LIFO stack - add new items to the top of the stack and remove items from the top (e.g., depth-first search)

� randomized queue - remove items randomly from queue

� priority queue - each item has a priority associated with it.  Remove the item with highest priority (e.g, best-first

search)

1.  Textbook example:  Collatz Conjecture (“For any positive integer a0, does the process defined by:

ai = {   For example, a0 =17, 52, 26, 13, 40, 20, 10, 5, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1
3ai−1 + 1 if a i−1 is odd

ai−1/2 if a i−1 is even

Problem of interest:  What is the largest factor of expansion, max(ai)/a0?  For a0 =17 it is 52/17 = 3.06.

Note: the work queue, q, is initialed with first P positive integers

a)  What is purpose of the first exclusive statements?

b)  What is purpose of the second exclusive statements?

c)  Would it have been better to give each thread runSize/P integers statically?
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2.  Using a work queue, the granularity of work presents what tradeoffs:

� small-grain size of work

� large-grain size of work

3.  What is the problem of having a single work queue when P is large?

4.  If we have multiple work queues, what are the advantage(s) and disadvantage(s) of each of the following:

a)  each thread has its own work queue

b)  a group of threads share a work queue with several disjoint groups

c)  a group of threads share a work queue with several disjoint groups, plus a global work queue where local queues

can retrieve chucks of work from if the local queue becomes empty, or deposit chucks of work to if the local queue

becomes full.  (Hoard allocation)

5.  Distributing Tree Data Structure across multiple threads/processes is challenging because:

� trees are typically constructed using memory pointers which are only valid with a shared memory 

� dynamic nature of tree implies extensive-performance limiting communication

� irregular structure of some trees makes it difficult to reason about communication and load-balance.

Trees are too useful to ignore!

Allocation by sub-tree:  Cap - duplicate top of tree at each process.  Figure 5-18 with P = 8.

a)  How does a cap help?

b)  When would a cap not help?
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Chapter 6.  Programming with Threads - shared memory machine (mult-core or SMP computers)

6.  What is a thread?

POSIX Threads functions:
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